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CHILTERN AND SOUTH BUCKS LOCAL PLAN – Policy SP BP6 

 

Joint response to Consultation on the Sustainability Appraisal dated June 

2019 

 

From Little Chalfont Parish Council and Little Chalfont Community 

Association 

 

 

 

 

Statement 
 

The Little Chalfont Parish Council and Little Chalfont Community Association work together 

on Local Plan matters. During the emergence of the Plan we have held nine well-attended 

public meetings, at the largest of which district councillors explained the councils’ point of 

view.  We know from this process, and from the response of Little Chalfont residents to the 

Article 18 (1369 responses) and Preferred Options (964 responses) consultations, that in 

what follows we represent the views of a very large number of our residents.    

The Little Chalfont Community Association is involved in many community projects, and has 

a membership approaching 700 households, plus businesses and voluntary organisations. 

 

MODIFICATION REQUEST, AND INTRODUCTION  

 

We propose that the draft Local Plan should be modified by the removal of Policy SP BP6. 

This would answer our objections, set out below, to the soundness of the Sustainability 

Appraisal. We consider that the procedure outlined in paragraphs 55-57 of our main 

consultation response on the Local Plan would naturally lead to the removal of Policy SP 

BP6.  

 

What follows is a reproduction of paragraphs 22-43 (Sustainability) of our response on the 

Local Plan, preceded by the relevant section of the Executive Summary.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Sustainability 

 SP BP6 is inconsistent with national policy because the site does not match 

requirements for sustainability in the NPPF and in the councils’ own evidence base. 

(Paras 22-43)   

 The site is weak against important Sustainability Assessment Objectives (paras 22-23, 

and 42-43) especially Objective 9 Transport and Accessibility (paras 24-41) because 

neither of the available public roads is suitable for access, and no possible access is 

identified in the Publication Version of the Local Plan. The inspector is invited to a 

short walk in Lodge Lane (para 37). We attach a traffic study by Paul Mew 

Associates (para 24).   

 Since it identifies no viable vehicle access to the site, Policy SP BP6 is both 

undeliverable and unsustainable. Thus it is both ineffective and inconsistent with 

national policy. (Paras 40-41)   

 

 

DETAIL 

 

SUSTAINABILITY (SOUNDNESS TESTS: EFFECTIVE? AND CONSISTENT WITH 
NATIONAL POLICY?) 
    

22. The site proposed in Policy SP BP6 is both unsustainable and undeliverable. The 
policy fails both the soundness test for effectiveness and the soundness test of 
consistency with national policy.   
NPPF 11 and 11 b ii read: “Plans and decisions should apply a presumption in favour of    
sustainable development……. unless ……..any adverse impacts of so doing would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies 
in this Framework as a whole.”   

 
23. Section E11 in Appendix E to the Sustainability Report states that the SP BP6 site’s 
performance against the councils’ Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Objectives, even after 
mitigation, would be adverse on Landscape, Climate Change Mitigation, Natural 
Resources, Pollution and Waste, neutral or very minor on five others and significantly 
positive only on ‘Housing’, and, it is claimed, ‘Transport and Accessibility’. In paragraphs 
24-41 below, we contend that the site’s performance on Transport and Accessibility is, 
in fact, very negative, because the site is exceptionally impermeable to vehicle access. 
Our comments on other SA Objectives then follow.  
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Transport and Accessibility Objective. NPPF paras 7-10 and 102-111  
 
Professional Traffic Study 
24. Please find attached a letter from Paul Mew Associates, Traffic Consultants, which 
strongly supports our argument below that Burtons Lane and Lodge Lane are unsuitable 
for access, and draws attention to the high additional congestion which would be caused 
in the village centre by the proposed development if a main access is placed in Burtons 
Lane – on which see also paras 28 and 53-54 below.     
25. Burtons Lane and Lodge Lane are both unsuitable for access. All other roads 
surrounding the site are private, and a railway line forms the site’s northern boundary.   
 
Burtons Lane  
26. Bucks County Council said, in response to the Green Belt Preferred Options 
Consultation of Oct 2016, that the site is “unlikely to be supported by the Highway 
Authority unless a suitable access can be achieved from Burtons Lane”, and in the 
Preferred Options Appraisal of November 2017 the councils proposed Burtons Lane as 
the principal vehicular access. However, the latest version of the Plan makes no proposal 
for where vehicle access to the site would be located.  
27. The only reference in the evidence base to access to the site is the brief note in the 
list of road transport requirements on page 48 of Appendix 1 to the Draft Infrastructure 
Delivery Plan of June 2019 which, without any background, evidence or reasoning, 
mentions ‘Burtons Lane Little Chalfont – new mini-roundabout at access for site SP BP6’. 
(Note that this reference is itself inconsistent with the reference in the April 2019 
Transport Topic Paper which refers to a mini-roundabout not at the access for the site 
but at the junction of Burtons Lane and the A404.) However, there is no reference to an 
access to the site from Burtons Lane in the publication version of the Local Plan, which 
appears to leave the question of access to a future traffic assessment linked to a 
development ‘masterplan’ after the inspector’s examination.  That sequence of events is 
utterly wrong. No decision should be taken to release land from the Green Belt before 
evidence has been provided to show that there is a viable vehicle access to the site.     
28. In practice, access from Burtons Lane would be very difficult to achieve without 
harm to the dry valley, a valued landscape feature which the councils intend to leave as 
“open grassland managed for wildlife and public access”.  A simple priority access would 
require a minimum sightline provision of 2.4m x 43m in both directions. No evidence has 
been presented in the current version of the Plan to indicate that this is achievable 
within the land that can be delivered. Burtons Lane is narrow, winding and unsuitable 
for heavy traffic; its junction with the A404 is already heavily congested (see the 
attached Traffic Study by Paul Mew Associates).  It should also be noted that 
congestion on the village centre section of the A404 will increase further when the 
development of about 300 homes is opened at Newland Park (off the B4442), the 
residents of which will use Chalfont and Latimer Station for commuting at Transport for 
London prices rather than pay the higher prices on Chiltern Rail from Gerrards Cross.  
The resulting new vehicle flow from the Cokes Lane/A404 junction will meet traffic 
emerging onto the A404 from Burtons Lane, a few metres further east on the way to the 
station.  There will inevitably be further increased congestion on the A404 from the 
other developments in Chiltern District proposed in the Plan. The introduction of a mini-
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roundabout at the A404/Burtons lane junction would not alleviate the existing problem 
of queuing back from the adjacent junction with Cokes Lane. Rather, the addition of 
significant levels of traffic arising from the development of the site would exacerbate 
congestion on a network which is already over capacity.   
29. Furthermore, Burtons Lane is situated at the extreme western border of the site, 

whereas the main area for development is understood to be the higher ground within 

the former golf course, situated closer to the north-eastern border of the site by the 

railway. Therefore, it is unrealistic to expect that an access on Burtons Lane would 

promote only moderate personal car use by residents, or convenient access to the public 

transport services available from the village centre.  

30. Access from Burtons Lane therefore appears unsustainable.  
 

The former ERASC 
31. Those parts of Burtons Lane adjacent to the site have, until now, been in an 
Established Residential Area of Special Character (ERASC), which precluded significant 
change.  There is a detailed description of this unique and attractive area at sections 
2.2.15 to 2.2.20 of Chapter 2 of the Townscape Character Study of November 2017. We 
understand from Section 1, Table 1 in ‘Proposed Changes to the Adopted Policies Maps’ 
that ERASCs will no longer be designated or used for purposes of considering planning 
applications, and that this policy approach is to be replaced by policies in the Designing 
Places Chapter. Since the councils say nothing to the contrary, we assume that abolition 
of the term ‘ERASC’ does not change the councils’ policy of maintaining the character of 
the area concerned, which will remain in practice an area of special character. It would 
be inconsistent with that policy, and harm the amenity of residents in the former ERASC, 
if the usage, or the physical shape and appearance, of Burtons Lane are substantially 
changed to permit access to the site.  From the Green Belt point of view, it is also 
relevant that site SP BP6 is sandwiched between the AONB to its east and an area of 
special character to its west, to both of which it contributes tranquillity and fine views.  

 
Lodge Lane   
32. Lodge Lane is narrow with poor vision and a low railway bridge, between the A404 
and the site, under which double-decker school buses and tall delivery lorries could not 
pass. Most car drivers now choose to pass under the bridge on a single track basis 
because the gap is so narrow.  There are also steep slopes which can be impassable in 
frozen conditions.  
33. The Chiltern Conservation Board describes Lodge Lane as “a very attractive sunken 

lane, characteristic of the Chilterns AONB woodland and unsuitable for additional traffic 

or upgrade.” We agree with the Chiltern Conservation Board's concern that the 

proposed "development would add traffic and air pollution to the AONB at Lodge Lane 

(and wider)." As pointed out above, a map from Landscapes For Life, the national AONB 

association at https://landscapesforlife.org.uk shows Lodge Lane within the AONB for 

most of its length inside the site.  

34. In the Conclusion to Green Belt Options Appraisal of November 2017 the councils 
proposed only “limited access and alteration to Lodge Lane so as to retain its country 

https://landscapesforlife.org.uk/
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lane character and incorporated (sic) into the landscape buffer with the Chilterns AONB.”  
We can find no updating of this proposal, so assume that it is still valid. (We note in 
policy SP BP6 of the new Local Plan item i) (ii), Landscape, “strategic landscaping and 
open space to provide a buffer to the Chilterns AONB, particularly along the eastern edge 
of the site”, but we assume this refers to the territory of the site itself, not to Lodge 
Lane.)  
35. Therefore a main access from Lodge Lane appears unsustainable.  

 
Harm to Lodge Lane from Increased employment plans  
36. The Transport Topic Paper refers on Page 39 to "widening of Lodge Lane and 
implementation of priority scheme under existing railway bridge IF employment use is 
intensified”. An expansion of employment appears to be foreseen on the existing 
employment land at the eastern extreme of the site (Table 3B on page 9 of the Jacobs 
Phase 3B Modelling report refers to over 550 jobs on the site). This is also implied by 
the significant expected employment-related increase in traffic (page 24 of the Chiltern 
and South Bucks Local Plan Modelling Support, Local Plan Impacts on the Strategic Road 
Network). Both increased employment and increased traffic would conflict sharply with 
the intention for Lodge Lane (para 34 above) and would significantly harm the AONB 
itself, in which parts of Lodge Lane are shown to lie, and the setting of the AONB. 
 

Other transport and pedestrian issues     
37. The claimed positive implication for Transport & Accessibility disregards the two 
fundamental questions set out in Appendix A of the published SA Framework: Q9a: Will 
it reduce the need to travel? Q9b: Will it provide adequate means of access by a range of 
sustainable transport modes (i.e. walking/cycling/public transport)? In the context of 
these questions, the councils' supporting documentation (in the Sustainability 
Appraisal, Green Belt Preferred Options, September 2017) includes on page 44 two 
incorrect assertions:-  (A)  “A regular bus service to Watford and Chesham operates from 
Amersham Road, with majority of prospective residents anticipated to be within 400m”  
In reality very few, if any, residents would be within 400 metres, and the implied 
pedestrian route to the bus stop via Lodge Lane is dangerous with poor vision and no 
footpath.  In the ‘reasonable alternatives’ section of the latest Sustainability Assessment 
report there is even a false claim that there are bus stops within 200 metres of the site! 
We invite the inspector to walk the length of Lodge Lane under the railway bridge at 
an early stage of the EiP.  (B) “The PRoW network around the option is good, offering 
walking or cycling access into Little Chalfont and the surrounding countryside... likely to 
contribute to moderate personal car use by prospective residents.” In fact, there are no 
PRoW across the site, or in the direction of Little Chalfont centre. Although the Councils 
indicated, in their Preferred Options Appraisal of Nov 2017, the possibility of reinstating 
(sic) pedestrian access over a disused railway bridge to the north, there has never been 
any public right of way or permitted pedestrian access over the disused railway bridge, 
which was established only for cattle crossing before the land to the north of the 
crossing was developed for its current housing. In any case, use of the bridge would lead 
only to a most indirect route to the village centre along Oakington Avenue.  
38. In Policy SP BP 6, among the conditions required before planning permission will be 
granted, is “7. Provision of a suitable pedestrian/cycleway linking the site to Little 
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Chalfont Centre and services including Chalfont and Latimer Railway Station”.  The new 
Plan contains no indication of where such a route could be constructed. In fact, such a 
route appears impractical given the existing housing in Oakington Avenue, the position 
of the railway, the congested nature of the A404 (which pedestrians and cyclists would 
inevitably have to cross to reach the railway station) and the absence of existing rights of 
way.   
39. It is also claimed that access to a transport ‘hub’ in the form of Chalfont and Latimer 
railway station is a major advantage of the proposal. Page 57 of the main Sustainability 
Appraisal Report, and pages E54 E.11/10 of Appendix E refer to the importance of 
access to the station. Yet the Plan and evidence documents ignore the present 
overcrowding of TfL Underground and Chiltern Rail commuter services on the 
Metropolitan Line, and overcrowding of the station car park, which is already full before 
0900 am on most working days. Astonishingly, the Infrastructure Delivery Report 
contains no proposals for improvements to Chalfont and Latimer Station and to parking 
there, as it does for other stations in the area. This is unsound and ignores paras 102 (a) 
(b), (d) and (e) of the NPPF.  

 
Conclusion on Transport and Accessibility 
40. For the above reasons we believe that the site would have a very strong adverse 

impact under the Transport & Accessibility objective.  See para 108b of the NPPF on the 

need for safe and suitable access to the site for all users, and para 109. The cumulative 

impact on the road network would be severe.  In this respect Policy SP BP6 is 

inconsistent with national policy.  

41. It is a serious flaw that the published Plan fails to identify a vehicle access to the site, 
apparently leaving this for developers to propose after the inspector’s examination. 
Without any evidence that there is a viable vehicle access to the site from either of the 
two available public roads, Burtons Lane and Lodge Lane, we suggest that the inspector 
should logically conclude that there is no evidence of an access which would enable the 
site to be delivered. Therefore Policy SP BP6 is both unsustainable and undeliverable, 
and so both ineffective and inconsistent with national policy.  

 
The Other SA Objectives   
42. Given that negative outcomes are forecast by the councils themselves on five of the 
SA Objectives, and that the benefits claimed for Transport and Accessibility are highly 
questionable for the reasons given above, we challenge the claim that SP BP6 could be 
sustainably developed. In the current climate, which affords enhanced weight to 
sustainability, we urge the inspector to give detailed scrutiny to this flawed aspect of the 
councils’ case at the EiP.   
43. We also consider that the post-mitigation positive or neutral scores against some of 
the SA Objectives, in Appendix E of the Sustainability Appraisal Report (pages E52-E55), 
are unjustified. In particular:- 

a) Objective 3, Biodiversity & Geodiversity. It is preposterous to claim that Green 
Infrastructure improvements and the limitation of damage by landscape buffers 
would fully compensate for the removal of large areas of unspoilt, open land which 
currently acts as an important Green Corridor; the overall effect must be negative.  
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b) Objective 5. Climate Change Adaptation. It is suggested that a site-specific Flood 
Risk Assessment (and any corresponding mitigation measures) and the partial 
replacement of woodland warrant a positive impact assessment. The overall 
assessment should be at best neutral.  
c) Objective 11, Health. The moderately positive assessment appears to be based on 
an unrealistic reliance on PRoW and cycle networks, neither of which have been 
demonstrated to be developable. As indicated under Objective 3 above, we consider 
the expectation of the successful provision of such Green infrastructure to be over-
optimistic, and that there would be an inevitable increase of car use (negative for 
health and pollution) to access developable sections of this site, which sites would 
be accessible only if the councils renege on their aim of "retention of important 
landscape features such as woodland, hedgerows and dry valley". The health 
assessment should be negative, not moderately positive.  

 
Little Chalfont Parish Council 
Little Chalfont Community Association     16 August 2019 
 

 


